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Protein molecules binding to DNA
initiate sequences of biochemical tran-
sitions that control and regulate all ma-
jor processes in living cells (1). It has
long been understood that the efficient
transfer of genetic information is pos-
sible when genome-regulating protein
molecules are found to be strongly
bound to special sequences on DNA,
known as specific binding sites. It
was later realized that finding these
target sequences might be complicated
by the existence of a large number
(x106–109 per DNA) of other non-
specific binding sites and because of
low concentrations of relevant pro-
tein molecules (2–4). Although signif-
icant experimental and theoretical
efforts to investigate mechanisms of
protein binding to DNA have been
made, the role and functioning of non-
specific interactions has not been fully
understood.
Contemporary theoretical views of
protein-DNA interactions indicate
that there are two main components
of binding forces. One of them is
purely electrostatic attraction between
oppositely charged DNA and protein
molecules that are mostly sequence-in-
dependent (2–4). It has been suggested
that another contribution comes from
particular DNA sequence motifs that
strengthen the attraction of protein
molecules (2–4). The microscopic
origins of this increased affinity are
probably due to a combination of van
der Waals, hydrogen, covalent, and
steric interactions, as well as electro-http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.01.039
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(5,6). However, this theoretical picture
cannot explain recent high-resolution
experimental measurements of ge-
nome-wide distribution and binding
preferences for protein molecules
from transcription preinitiation com-
plexes (7) and for nucleosomes (8).
The known protein-DNA binding mo-
tifs do not correlate with the obtained
distributions of association positions.
This suggests that there are additional
factors that control and regulate the
spatial organization and affinity of
protein attachments to DNA. An article
by Afek and Lukatsky (9) in this issue
of Biophysical Journal presents a new
possible mechanism of protein-DNA
bindings.
Afek and Lukatsky suggest that
there is an additional statistical interac-
tion potential between protein and
DNA molecules (10). The source of
this interaction is due to the specific
structure and symmetry of DNA
sequences to which the protein mole-
cule binds. Specifically, they have
shown that DNA sequences with re-
peated homogeneous segments (con-
sisting of only dA:dT or dC:dG units)
have a stronger affinity for association
to DNA-binding proteins, while more
heterogeneous sequences are attracted
less to the same proteins. The origin
of this phenomenon is purely entropic.
For DNA sequences with homoge-
neous tracts there is, on average, a
higher probability to have the segment
that will more strongly attract the pro-
tein molecule. For the more heteroge-
neous sequences, binding energies are
typically close to some average value
which is always higher than the most
attractive one, leading to weaker pro-
tein-DNA associations.
Afek and Lukatsky (9) have quanti-
fied the action of this statistical po-
tential by calculating a free-energy
landscape for the whole genome and
comparing it with experimentally mea-
sured binding preferences for several
transcription factors (7). An excellent
agreement between theoretically pre-
dicted and experimentally measureddistributions of protein binding prefer-
ences has been found. The result of this
simple theoretical model is impressive
because the only experimental input
parameter is the actual sequence of
the yeast genome. The strength of the
statistical potential has been estimated
to be close to 2–3 kcal/mol per each
protein, which provides an additional
attraction for protein molecules to
attach to DNA. One of the most strik-
ing results from this theoretical method
is the ability to discriminate between
different binding preference distribu-
tions for different genes. It is important
to note that the statistical interaction is
a global effect which still has a strong
effect locally by modulating the bind-
ing affinity at given position.
Although the theoretical picture of
protein-DNA binding mechanisms
presented by Afek and Lukatsky (9)
provides a significant advancement in
our understanding of fundamental
processes that control and regulate bio-
logical systems, it still has many issues
and many questions remain unan-
swered. This theoretical method is
built on a thermodynamic quasiequili-
brium description of protein binding
to DNA, while real cellular systems
are highly dynamic and nonequilib-
rium. It also ignores the complex struc-
ture and multiple conformations of
DNA and protein molecules that
should significantly modify the size
of regions accessible for protein-DNA
bindings as well as interaction poten-
tials. In addition, this method still
does not explain the fundamental issue
of how proteins find specific target
sites so fast and efficiently (11). It
is known that the facilitated target
search involves a combination of
three-dimensional bulk diffusion and
one-dimensional hopping along the
DNA (3); however, the role of nonspe-
cific interactions here remains contro-
versial and is not well explained (11).
Furthermore, different cellular concen-
trations of DNA-binding proteins are
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shortcomings, the work by Afek and
Lukatsky is a large step forward in
our understanding of fundamental
issues in protein-DNA interactions,
which also provides a quantitative
guidance for future experimental stud-
ies. In addition, it is an excellent exam-
ple of how the theoretical method must
be utilized for analyzing complex bio-
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